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Reviewer's report:

Overall comment

Most of my concerns were well addressed. However, still I have some minor concerns and some of my previous comments were not fully addressed.

Minor concerns to be corrected

Abstract

Please rewrite the key words as "Family planning; unmet need for family planning; unmet need for spacing; unmet need for limiting; married women; Pakistan"

Background

The background is corrected sufficiently but there are some outdated references with dynamic information written in the text. Better if replaced by the recent references.

Methodology

Under measurement section, in addition to what you wrote on line 47 to 53 please clearly specify different types of UMNFP (overall UMNFP, unmet need for spacing, unmet need for limiting) and how you have stratified the unmet need. For instance I prefer to be narrated as "Overall unmet need was classified as having unmet coded as 1 and not having unmet need coded as 2. Later on, unmet need was stratified as having unmet need for spacing coded as 1, having unmet need for limiting coded as 2 and not having any unmet need coded as 0".

On page 6 line 57 to 59 rewrite the statement "To find out the determinants of UMNFP, Binary regression analysis has been used. In Binary regression analysis, the variable of UMNFP is a dichotomous variable." as "To find out the determinants of overall UMNFP, binary regression analysis has been used since the variable was dichotomized as having unmet need or not having unmet need". Remove this statement "It has been constructed by using information of the prevalence of UMNFP among the respondent women." It is not important and the way of expression is also vague. Dichotomization is not based on the prevalence as you said, it is based on the individual data.
Result

Previous comment that was not addressed

Please correct this comment. For me it is very important information that was missed on your result.

You have put some information about the magnitude of unmet need for family planning including the measurement method on your background and I thought that this variable is one of your main findings. But you simply started from the determinants in the result and discussion part by missing the magnitude with all its aspects (unmet need for spacing, for limiting and overall). Why don't you put and explain about the level of unmet need for family planning? You missed this also in the abstract result.

Additional minor issues:

Please express the parameter you used simply as "UMNFP" as "over all UMNFP" throughout your document to clearly differentiate it from other types of unmet needs.

On page 8 line 28 remove the word some from statement "Women having some FSE are more likely to face"
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